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The Eighteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution forbade the manufacture and sale of 
alcoholic beverages in the Nation. The National Government was to enforce Prohibition in every 
state of the union. Before there was consideration of the Amendment, the Temperance Movement 
in the United States was a constant factor in American life.  From Colonial times on, there were 
groups promoting temperance and abstinence from alcohol.  
 
By the beginning of the Twentieth Century two important groups had formed to promote the 
Temperance Movement- The Women’s Christian Temperance Union and the Anti-Saloon League. 
In period prior to the First World War, there developed a movement toward national Prohibition. 
Prior to that point Temperance groups focused on individuals abstaining from alcohol or on local 
communities banning its manufacture and sale.  
 
By 1917, the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution was being debated in Congress. The 
Senate passed it with very little discussion, and the House of Representatives took up the matter in 
December, 1917. While debate was fairly short, several points were advanced that presaged the 
ultimate failure of the Amendment. These are its unenforceability, the lack of state control over the 
alcohol industry and the impossibility of legislating sober living. These points were also prominent 
in the ratification debates in Connecticut and Rhode Island.  
 
The Amendment ultimately failed and was repealed in 1933.  Those who have studied the process 
for the Amendment and its failure indicate that it failed because it was imposed by the government.  
The vast majority of the population did not want it.  This thesis validates those points. 
 
Examination of the votes against the Amendment showed that many congressmen cited its ultimate 
unenforceable nature and the lack of popular support for the Amendment as problems.  These very 
elements were the causative factors in the Amendment’s failure. Congress was forced into passage 
of the Amendment by the efforts of the Anti-Saloon League which controlled a majority of the 
seats in the House of Representatives.  However, when the opposition is studied, the majority of 
those opposing the Amendment were from the larger states. Thus, the smaller states ultimately 
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Objections to a piece of legislation can provide a window into the future. Lawmakers will oppose 
proposed bills for a myriad of reasons.  At times those objections are simply a matter of a given 
lawmaker having an issue with a law that goes against their constituents’ wishes. Other times the 
lawmaker may oppose legislation as a result of their own experience. Any person involved with 
government has seen good legislation and poor legislation. Depending on what they have done in 
their own careers, they can see which legislation is able to be sustained, and which cannot be 
enforced.  Study of legislative objections can add clarification as to why a legislative act 
succeeded or failed. 
The same analysis is also true when we review constitutional Amendments. They are much more 
serious proposition. There have only been twenty seven of them since 1789. Debates surrounding 
such changes are very extensive, and both supporters and opponents present their views 
carefully. The Eighteenth Amendment, barring the manufacture, transport and sale of alcohol in 
the United States, passed the House of Representatives with debate and discussion. This thesis 
focuses on the questions raised by opponents of the Eighteenth Amendment, both at the vote on 
the Amendment and shortly thereafter. Many of the issues raised in opposition of the 
Amendment are worth examining to determine if they are important in the analysis of the final 
failure of Prohibition.  While there is extensive documentation on the development and support 
for the Amendment, there is less on the opposition.1 
Prohibition ultimately failed, being repealed in 1933. It was the only Constitutional amendment 
that was ever repealed. The reasons for the failure are extensive, the primary one being lack of 
support for enforcement of the law by the American People2.  This thesis is an effort to explore 
the motivations driving those who opposed the Eighteenth Amendment. The underlying 
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assumption is that study of the opposing viewpoints will add to the understanding of why 
Prohibition failed after thirteen years. Before examining the opposition to the Prohibition 
Amendment, it is useful to review what it comprised, and the process that was involved in its 
proposal and ultimate passage. 
The Eighteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibited the manufacture and 
sale of alcoholic beverages in all the states and territories of the Union. The Amendment gave 
the United States government the power to enforce the terms of the law. The Congressional 
approval process was twofold. First, it passed the Senate fairly easily with a Vote of 65 to 203. 
The House was slightly different.  It was approved as a change to the U.S. Constitution through 
the passage of the Amendment in the House of Representatives in 1917 with a group of one 
hundred and twenty eight members that voted against it.4 The final debate on the Amendment is 
interesting in that it only lasted four and half hours on one day with the vote taking place 
immediately after the close of discussion. 5  
It took two more years after ratification to pass the laws that provided the means of enforcing the 
ban on alcohol, the Volstead Act. After that process was completed, the Amendment took on the 
force of law in 1920, which led to an enforcement period of thirteen years only ending in 1933.  
In that year, the Twentieth Amendment was passed repealing Prohibition. A number of studies 
have described the Prohibition period as one of extreme lawlessness.6  Many in the population 
wanted to continue drinking alcoholic beverages, and the manufacture and distribution of 
alcoholic spirits continued virtually unabated in the United States, very often in clandestine 
breweries and distilleries.  Additionally, alcoholic beverages were brought into the country in 
large amounts, many through Detroit and other Canadian border crossings. 7  
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For the most part, the groups that manufactured or imported alcoholic beverages were members 
of organized crime gangs especially in the larger cities.8 Due to the criminal involvement, a great 
deal of violence erupted which contributed to a general disregard of the law. In addition to police 
disregarding those who were drinking and transporting alcohol, they also ignored the more 
violent crimes that took place when liquor was being transported or sold. Prohibition did not 
reduce lawlessness; indeed it caused it to increase throughout the nation.9  
There is a complicated history of the development of the Prohibition Amendment which extends 
back to the earliest days in the United States with various Temperance Movements that were 
formed in the nation as early as Revolutionary times. In addition to the various Temperance 
groups that existed throughout the Nineteenth Century, there is also the political lobbying which 
became strong after 1900. The lobbying effort was quite significant in the passage of the 
Eighteenth Amendment and the attendant laws which enforced it.     
The story of the development of Prohibition and its supporters has been told many times in great 
detail.10  However, there has been very little written about those who opposed it. 11  One finding 
from the research involved with this thesis is that opposition to the Prohibition Amendment in 
the House of Representatives was far more complex than is usually supposed. This position 
contrasts with that which is usually advanced as the reasons which motivated those that opposed 
passage of the Amendment. In many of the studies of Prohibition, historians have often stated 
that those who opposed Prohibition were very simply motivated. They were either those who 
were in the pay of brewers and distillers or were supported by ethnic groups that were heavy 
consumers of alcoholic beverages.12  
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Research for this thesis has shown that representatives had a variety of motives that led to 
opposing the amendment.  These included concerns on the ability of states to enforce the law and 
doubts about the willingness of states to enforce legislation. In a few cases that we shall discuss, 
there was skepticism on the efficacy of national prohibition to control abuse of alcohol. This 
position is very important in that by 1933 there was a general understanding that Prohibition had 
failed, did not control alcohol abuse, and indeed led to a higher crime rate.13 
There were also representatives concerned with the economic impact of Prohibition on workers 
in the breweries and distilleries.  Other reasons for opposition were based on scientific positions 
on the role of alcohol in regulating health and recognition of people’s preferences in 
entertainment. A given in the study of opposition is that some of the Representatives were 
controlled by either manufacturers or distributors of spirits.  However the records showing those 
who were being controlled by either distillers or brewer are very sparse. It is matter of conjecture 
who was being manipulated. For this thesis, there are some suggestions but no definitive 
evidence. 
 Given a basic understanding of the Eighteenth Amendment and the direction of inquiry, it is 
useful to examine the growth and development of Temperance Movement. The next section 
provides some background on the various Temperance groups in the United States that existed 
prior to the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment. 
Section I: The Temperance Movement in the United States 
Before presenting the discussion of the congressional process for passing the Amendment and 
the analysis of the opposition, it is helpful to review in some detail the Temperance movement in 
the years leading up to its passage. This sets the scene for the process that ultimately took place. 
From Colonial times onward, it has been noted that Americans drank vast quantities of alcoholic 
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beverages, in the form of distilled spirits, beer and wine. There were estimates that the average 
American in the period before the Civil War drank between four to seven gallons of pure alcohol 
per year.14   To many citizens this amount was a social problem that required remediation. Many 
reformers and educators as well as religious leaders felt that the heavy consumption of spirits 
was both immoral and harmful to good health. There were concerns about family life and the 
support of wives and children who were forced into poverty by husbands and fathers who abused 
alcohol and drank up their earnings.15 
The first organized Temperance movements developed prior to the Civil War in conjunction with 
the Abolitionist Movement. Many of those connected with the Abolitionist Movement also 
supported abstaining from spirits as a means to increase bodily health.  Leading Abolitionists 
such as the Grimke sisters, Theodore Dwight Weld, and William Lloyd Garrison were adamant 
that consumption of alcohol was a cause of immoral behavior such as that exhibited by slave 
owners.16 In addition, there was a self improvement element in the drive to abstain from all 
alcoholic beverages. The Abolitionists were convinced that those who took proper care of their 
bodies, ate the right foods, and abstained from spirits in any form would be fair in their 
leadership and would treat all peoples equally. In their view, this was the proper way to follow 
God in all of their dealings with others. Abstaining from alcohol was a key part of their view of 
what constituted the proper life. 17 
In addition to the self improvement aspect of refraining from drinking alcohol, there was also a 
revivalist aspect to the movement.  The preachers who supported The Great Awaking included 
abstaining from all spirits in their message.  In their view, godly people did not indulge in 
alcohol in any form. Those who were saved through accepting the Word of God would 
demonstrate their piety by not indulging in any spirits.  Preachers such as Lyman Beecher 
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frequently called upon men to renounce alcohol and follow the path of sobriety as part of their 
conversion experience.18 The result of the various movements was that Temperance had both a 
social and religious aspects with a number of forces working on people to abstain from alcohol 
and follow a sober path in their lives. The Temperance strains continued to grow and develop in 
the Nineteenth Century, always in the center of American life.  
Even though the Civil War caused the Abolitionists to devote their energies to freeing slaves, 
those who focused on Temperance continued their activities. Many were concerned that the large 
armies that formed during the war only increased the number of saloons and other purveyors of 
alcohol. In addition there were serious issues with the army. Officers continued to drink to 
excess even during the more furious battles.19 There were certainly a great number of dealers in 
spirits who followed the troops.  Accounts of the War indicate that very often soldiers indulged 
so freely that they could not perform their duties.  Given the raw conditions that many of the 
army had to endure it is no wonder that there was excess drinking to escape the life that they 
were forced to live.20 
After the Civil War, heavy consumption of alcohol throughout the United States continued, 
particularly in the new towns that built up in the frontier areas and near mining camps.  Very 
often the town saloons served as centers for political activities as well as hiring halls, this in 
addition to their role in providing entertainment as procurers of immoral women and strong 
drink.  At the same time immigration to the large cities caused saloons to become more than a 
place to buy spirits. They became social centers for immigrant men who were often separated 
from their families due to their coming as individuals to work in the United States. The saloons 
acted as banks, hiring halls, social centers and general meeting places for the men who 
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frequented them.  In some cases the saloons acted as interim residences for men who had no 
other home and needed temporary shelter.21 
Even though the Civil War brought some reductions in the amount of drinking that took place, 
there were still a large number of saloons that continued to do business in both small towns and 
the large cities. As mentioned before, they were in many ways community centers for man who 
had no other location to socialize with others.  However, for reformers who will be examined 
next, the liquor industry was destructive for the social fabric of the nation. The saloons came to 
be the symbol of alcohol abuse.  Since the temperance leaders espoused abstinence from alcohol, 
they are direct descendents of the Abolitionist leaders, but they had a much more directed 
agenda. It is this agenda that must be discussed in detail to understanding the final drive toward 
Prohibition. 
After the Civil War, the first group that supported Temperance was a group of women who were 
associated with what became the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU). Frances 
Willard founded and led the organization for twenty six years. She was joined by other women 
such as Carrie Nation who is often pictured with a hatchet that she used to destroy barrels of beer 
and spirits. The favorite method of opposition was to stage a sit in at a saloon forcing the police 
to remove them.  Often the protestors would empty barrels of beer and spirits to emphasize their 
position. The primary effect of the demonstration was to block drinkers from entering the saloon.  
The group gradually gained prominence, mostly in the Upper Midwest and Western States.22 At 
their highest point of membership, the WCTU numbered over 700,000 dues paying members in 




At the same time, there developed the Prohibition Party, founded in 1869, which was focused on 
converting drinkers into sober citizens24. The Party operated using a speakers’ bureau and 
meetings at which the evils of alcohol abuse were detailed for the attendees. There was an 
emphasis on personal conversion with the hoped for effect of closing saloons and other 
purveyors of alcohol. While there was some movement to get the individual states to ban 
manufacture and sale of beer, wine and spirits, the greater focus was on the individual’s own 
attitudes. 25 Their speakers’ bureaus and educational efforts were not directed at national 
elections. Their method was to propose candidates for local offices who were committed to 
banning alcohol sales and use in their communities.  The preferred position was to have local 
options that would ban all alcohol sales. 
In the mix, there were also religious groups that promoted temperance and complete abstinence 
from alcohol. The Catholic Church had a very active movement called the Catholic Total 
Abstinence Union of America which was founded in 1872.26  The group worked with local 
churches to sign up people who swore not to indulge in alcohol. There was a great interest in 
curbing alcohol abuse among immigrant men particularly Irishmen who were encouraged to join 
the Pioneers founded by Fr. Matthew Theobold.  Other national groups within the American 
Catholic Church were promoting temperance among their various members often with great 
success.27  While the Catholic movements had a solid following, especially in larger cities, the 
primary religious forces that supported temperance and the later organized Prohibition 
movements in the late Nineteenth Century were those of the Protestant sects. In this group the 
primary role was played by the American Methodist and Baptist Churches. 
A point about the work of the Temperance groups is that their primary strongholds, especially 
among the Protestant backed associations was the American Midwest. Indiana and Ohio were 
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very much influenced by the Church groups.28This is important to keep in mind when the 
geographical distribution of votes for and against Prohibition is examined later in the paper. 
Later on in the Nineteenth Century, Howard Hyde Russell founded the Anti Saloon League 
(ASL).  In contrast to the other Temperance groups, it was a political organization.  Russell was 
convinced that only with governmental action could abuse of alcohol be curtailed.29  The 
direction of the organization was to force the state and local governments to abolish the sale of 
alcohol in their own areas. At this point their goal was still local action throughout the nation. At 
this point in their development, they did not consider a national law banning alcohol.  Instead, 
the ASL supported Prohibition candidates for local offices and lobbied state legislatures to 
abolish alcohol in the individual states. The ASL did not even have a plan to support a national 
ban on manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages.  Their efforts focused on changing local 
laws and persuading local governments to ban alcohol. 
The Anti Saloon League quickly grew with the financial and personal support of the American 
Methodist and Baptist Churches. Seventy Five percent of the ASL officials were ministers from 
those two denominations. Its leadership excelled in gaining political support. The ASL was also 
very good at obtaining financial support.  Very quickly it supplanted the WCTU as the primary 
force promoting Temperance. Even though it was focused on political action, collections in the 
various churches that supported it particularly the Methodist and Baptist congregations allowed it 
to gain excellent financial support. The directed collections were very important in providing 
ASL with a very strong financial base. In turn the solid financial situation allowed the ASL to 
emerge as a force in national politics.30 
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By the first decade of the Twentieth Century, the ASL had developed a great deal of political 
power. Legislators feared to vote against it due to its ability to manage local elections.31 While 
the Prohibition Party remained active in the political process, its focus on persuasion of 
individuals inhibited its impact on national politics. It could gain local seats, but it did not have 
the national power that began to be the goal of the ASL. Also, the Prohibition Party did not 
engage in the political lobbying that the ASL excelled in carrying out.32 
Section II. The Development of the Eighteenth Amendment 
In 1914 there was a key change in the political process surrounding Prohibition. A drive began to 
institute a constitutional amendment that would prohibit the manufacture and sale of alcohol 
throughout the entire nation.  The primary person behind this movement was a congressman 
from Alabama –Richmond Hobson.33 Hobson felt that the only way to manage the abolition of 
alcohol in the nation was through a constitutional amendment that would ban its manufacture and 
sale in the United States.  He had been a strong advocate of Temperance movements for a 
number of years and gradually evolved the position that true Temperance reform had to involve a 
national amendment to ban all manufacture and sale of alcohol in the entire United States.  He 
did not feel that local prohibitions were sufficient to control alcohol abuse. 
Even though some of the earlier temperance leaders wished to have such a ban, they focused on 
individuals and local action. The proposed amendment was a more radical approach and one that 
had to gain a great deal more support before it could be passed.  Richard F. Hamm in Shaping 
the Eighteenth Amendment, Temperance Reform, Legal Culture, and the Polity, 1880-1920 
outlines the process by which the Amendment gained traction.34  His account depicts the gradual 
strengthening of the movement toward a Prohibition Amendment.  
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Officials of the ASL were active in this effort, and the other Temperance groups began to align 
themselves with the movement toward a Prohibition Amendment. By the beginning of the Sixty 
Fifth Session of Congress in 1917, the Prohibition Amendment had gained a great deal of 
support among both Senators and Representatives.35  An important point in the analysis of the 
process for approval of the Eighteenth Amendment is that the United States had declared war on 
Germany in April, 1917. Both houses of congress were very involved in legislation for funding 
the war and controlling the direction of the government. Understanding that context is important 
in reviewing the process by which Prohibition was passed in Congress. The Representatives were 
very concerned that the young men now moving toward the Army camps would not be unduly 
influenced by alcohol and attracted to the saloons that were building near the camps.   
Understanding the growth of the Temperance Movement in the United States provides the 
necessary background to understand the process by which the Eighteenth Amendment was 
adopted.  In addition, it is important to understand that Congress had a great concern about the 
conditions that surrounded Army encampments.  Understanding the concerns in Congress about 
the war effort is a necessary backdrop to fully appreciating the complex environment that 
surrounded the discussion of the Eighteenth Amendment. 
The development of the Amendment process was lengthy, taking over three years from proposal 
to final passage. A key element in the process was opposition on the grounds that giving the 
states police power could not be supported by many of the representatives.36 Their understanding 
of the relationship of the national government to the states in enforcement of law was that states 
had policing powers. National police powers were secondary to those of the states. The question 
of state authority versus national legal authority was a continuous issue in the entire amendment 
process, and as we shall see, a key point in several representatives’ opposition to Prohibition.37  
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There was also a problem that involved both the “wets” and the “dries” wherein those who were 
not totally in favor of completely banning alcohol, still had to confront the political issues 
involved with the vote. The “wets” supported local options wherein individual communities 
could prohibit alcoholic beverages, but it was not necessary to have total Prohibition in the 
nation. The “dries” supported a total ban on alcohol in the entire nation.  At this point the 
influence of the ASL was crucial in the final passage of the Amendment.38 
The ASL was a very strong lobby. In effect, it controlled a great number of the seats in the 
House of Representatives and Senate.39  As one author pointed out, “representatives always 
worried about their seats.”40  A number of legislators who were not committed to the 
Temperance movement and were indeed social drinkers began to support the Amendment and 
eventually voted in favor of it.41 A very fair statement was that the eventual passage of the bill 
was a result of the ASL’s lobbying efforts which convinced enough of the undecided members of 
Congress to vote for the Amendment even though they themselves were not Temperance 
advocates. An important element in general mood of the time was the need to provide what were 
perceived as safe conditions for the masses of soldiers who were gathering in large installations 
throughout the country for training.   
The armed forces were growing on a daily basis with thousands being drafted or enlisted for the 
war. They had to be housed and trained. Dozens of camps sprung up throughout the nation for 
this purpose, often exceeding ten thousand troops in a location.  Many people expressed the 
concern that the soldiers’ health and morals would be harmed by drinking alcoholic beverages. 




Review of news articles and other media from the time provide a clear picture of the concerns of 
many citizens.43  Among these, many pastors and civic leaders expressed their support for the 
welfare of the soldiers.  Those who wrote used many of the themes that were expressed by earlier 
Temperance advocates such as abstaining from alcohol provides clarity of thought and good 
physical condition. The writers are adamant in pointing out that soldiers needed to be in good 
physical condition and have their minds focused on battle in order to survive.  President Wilson 
replied to this with a bill that only allowed 2.4% beer to be brewed and forbade the manufacture 
of all other spirits.44 The rationale for the measure was to conserve grain for human 
consumption.  It was indeed a method of imposing Prohibition which was supported by many in 
both the Senate and House.45 
Another background movement that heavily influenced Prohibition sentiments was an overt anti-
immigrant bias.  For many Americans whose forbearers had come to the country prior to the 
Civil War, the great influx of Irish, Italians, Poles and Russians, particularly Jewish people, was 
bad. These people were different, spoke little or no English, did the worse jobs, lived in squalid 
conditions and were not Protestant.  Supporters of Prohibition wished to deny the immigrants 
access to alcohol. The reasoning was that it would “tame” them and make them better citizens. 
While formal debate in the Congress did not mention immigrants, in popular cartoons and other 
media, they were prominent as a reason for Prohibition.   
The Eighteenth Amendment did pass the House of Representatives in December, 1917 with one 
hundred and twenty eight members of the House of Representatives in opposition.  It is this 
opposition that provides us with a path toward understanding the possible reasons for the 
ultimate failure of Prohibition in 1933.   The first part of the analysis will consist of a table that 
details the representatives who voted against the amendment with particular information about 
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them which provides deeper understanding of their position (Table A). The next tables (B-G) 
provide analysis of the number of representatives in opposition and what percentage they 
represent of the total state delegations.  Included in the tables is an analysis of the opposition in 
an individual state in relation to the total population of each state.  Another analysis is the 
relationship between opposing representatives correlated with whether or not their state had 
voted for state wide Prohibition prior to the vote on the Eighteenth Amendment (table 
Section III. Opposition to the Eighteenth Amendment 
The starting point of the analysis of the opposition is the identification of the congressmen who 
voted against the amendment. Table A lists each congressman who opposed the amendment by 
state, the district that he represented, his party and whether his district is primarily urban or 
rural46.  There are also comments about many of the congressmen which illustrate their 
motivation against the Amendment. The urban-rural parameter does involve some judgment 
calls. A congressman from Brooklyn, New York is clearly an urban person. However, one from 
Cape Cod would represent somewhat smaller communities and may be considered more rural in 
outlook. Clearly a plantation owner from the western areas of Louisiana is rural.  The more 
difficult question relates to those representatives who came from small and mid-sized cities but 
whose districts often included large rural areas. An example of the methodology that is being 
used is a congressman from Ohio, Arthur W. Overmeyer, whose district included Fremont, Ohio 
(Population 12,468 in 1920) but also a number of smaller towns and rural areas in North-West 
Ohio.  In this analysis, he is considered a rural person because he had no large city in his district. 
Review of the individual demographics starts with party affiliation. The breakdown of the 
opposition by party is fairly even. Sixty four Democrats voted against the amendment as did 
sixty two Republicans. Two independents, one of whom was a Socialist and the other a 
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Progressive also voted against it. By contrast the vote to pass the amendment was heavily 
skewed toward the Democrats with 282 versus 137. While an equal number from each party 
voted against the Amendment, the Democrats had more representatives in Congress. Given these 
almost equal split among the representatives, party affiliation does not seem to be as important as 
one might believe to determine those who would vote for the amendment.   
In general, both Democrats and Republicans in the House and Senate had similar positions on 
Prohibition.  An interesting note is that the Party Platforms for the 1916 elections did not 
mention Prohibition in any way.  President Wilson focused on international affairs in his State of 
the Union addresses in December, 1916 and December, 1917.47 In the latter case, the majority of 
the speech dealt with America’s involvement with the Great War. Officially then, both parties 
were silent on the matter. Yet many of the elected representatives were very outspoken in 
support of Prohibition. The lack of a party position leads one to suggest that the lobbying effort 
of the ASL was bipartisan.  
An important indicator is the area of the United States from which the representative came. As 
can be seen in Table B, opponents of the amendment came from 24 states. Of those states, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Illinois and Ohio had sixty six of the opposition votes, more 
than half of those who voted against the Amendment.  Examining the population of the United 
States at the time, these states had the most urban areas in the nation. Urbanization should be 
taken into account when evaluating the vote.48  
There were another 24 states whose delegation voted entirely in favor of passing the 
Amendment. If we review the process by which the Temperance movement developed in the 
United States, it is clear how the voting pattern by states for Prohibition was developed. Included 
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in that analysis are considerations of which states had previously voted for statewide Prohibition. 
The states which had active Temperance groups are those that had voted earlier to ban alcohol 
manufacture and sale in their individual states. 
The Temperance movement and ASL in particular were quite strong in many of the Western and 
Southern states.49 The movement was also most influential in less populated areas of states in the 
South and Midwest.  Distribution of various Temperance groups among the states as a 
percentage of the population supports the position. Examination of the map which shows which 
states had already voted for statewide Prohibition by 1916 illustrates the strength of temperance 
advocates in each state (Figure A).  With the exception of Michigan and Maine, most of the 
states that prohibited alcohol were southern, upper Midwestern and western states. Michigan had 
voted for Prohibition in 1916 after a very long and acrimonious process.50 
Maine had a long history of Prohibition due to the activity of many Temperance groups in the 
state as well as that of a leading Temperance supporter Neal Dow, the mayor of Portland.51  State 
wide Prohibition was enacted in 1851.However in both states it was legal to bring alcoholic 
beverages into the state from other locations. What was banned was manufacture of alcohol in 
the state. Due to the import of beverages from other states and especially Canada, consumption 
of alcohol did not diminish in any significant way.52 During this period, no other Northeastern 
states voted to ban alcohol nor did California.  
When the individual states are examined in Table B, the voting pattern supports the influence of 
location on the Representatives votes for the Amendment. States such as Iowa, Kansas, 
Nebraska, Colorado and the Dakotas had no opposition to the Amendment. Southern states such 
as Mississippi, Arkansas and Georgia were also in conformity with this analysis. The Southern 
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states were heavily into anti-liquor laws, primarily due to the influence of the Baptist Church and 
the ASL. Thus, their delegations voted unanimously for the imposition of Prohibition. It is clear 
that the locational strength of the Temperance movement was important in identifying both 
supporters and opponents of the amendment. 
Another index of locational influence is the group of states that had voted earlier for prohibition 
in their individual state. The map in Figure A illustrates these states. When they are compared to 
the states wherein the representatives did not oppose the Prohibition Amendment (See Table E), 
there is a very strong correlation.53 States that had Prohibition had little or no opposition by their 
Congressional representatives to the Eighteenth Amendment.  The correlation is another 
confirmation that local influences informed the votes of the representatives. 
However, there is the exception of Alabama.  Half of the Congressional delegation voted against 
the amendment. One explanation of this is that it was an element of the last minute ploy by 
several Northern and Southern congressmen to oppose the amendment on the basis of state’s 
rights.  The group stated that the imposition of Prohibition was a violation of individual state’s 
police powers.54  While on the face of it, this might be a plausible argument, there is also the 
underlying Southern position that sees states’ rights as the most important component of all laws. 
The primary thrust of this position is the argument against granting blacks the right to vote.55 
Southern politicians constantly fought any imposition of Federal law fearing that it would set 
precedent for the abolition of Jim Crow laws in the South. But the Alabama vote departs from 
the pattern of the rest of the Southern states who almost exclusively supported the Eighteenth 
Amendment. It is certainly true that the states’ rights issue was the reason.  
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Thomas Heflin, a long term representative from Alabama, was very important in driving the 
states’ rights position for the states’ delegation. During the last debate on the Amendment, he 
clearly articulated his position stating that once the enforcement power of the Amendment was 
passed, that same power could be used to allow Black suffrage.56Review of the debate on the 
Prohibition Amendment on December 17, 1917 clearly illustrates the southern position on states’ 
rights. Of the Alabama delegation, Heflin and George Huddleston explicitly stated that allowing 
the national government to have police power would lead to granting Blacks suffrage.57 They 
were adamant in stating that while they personally supported temperance and abstaining from 
alcohol, providing the national government with such overriding power was totally unacceptable 
to them.  The usual “code words” were brought up such as allowing “others” to take over their 
state.  They were also careful to state that prohibiting blacks to have alcohol was a good thing in 
that it kept them from committing crimes.58  While the vote was on the Prohibition Amendment, 
the Alabama representatives were focused on how the law was to be enforced.  There opposition 
was not to Prohibition as such but to a policing process that they felt would violate Southern 
states’ ability to block Blacks from voting.   
In the final vote, Heflin and Huddleston were joined by another representative from Alabama 
who was the leader of the group that wished to abolish Prohibition.59 Two other representatives 
also joined them with the result that Alabama had half of its delegation voting for the 
Amendment and half voting against it. Given the pattern in the rest of the Southern states, 
namely that they almost universally supported the Amendment, this is only understandable if one 
takes into account the position that was taken on Black suffrage. None of the five congressmen 
were voted out in the next election which indicates that despite their position on the Eighteenth 
Amendment, their other position on states’ rights kept them in popular favor. 
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During the legislative process, Representatives from two states took a very interesting position 
on the issue of states’ rights and policing power of the states versus the national government.60  
Connecticut’s entire delegation voted against passage, and two of the three congressmen from 
Rhode Island also opposed it. This is a special case which merits some explanation. The dispute 
took place before and after the vote in Congress approved the Amendment and it was sent to the 
states for ratification.  
Prior to the Congressional vote, supporters and opponents of the Amendment exerted great 
pressure on the congressmen from both states to vote either for or against it. The final result is 
that Connecticut’s entire delegation voted in opposition. Rhode Island had two of its three 
congressmen voting in opposition. After the Amendment passed, the dispute continued during 
the ratification process. The question was whether or not the Legislative houses in Connecticut 
would vote to ratify the Amendment. Almost every other state had ratified it by the end of 1919 
when it was debated in the Connecticut Legislature. 
 A number of the legislators in Connecticut opposed the enforcement powers that the 
Amendment gave to the Federal Government, stating that it undercut a state’s police 
authority.61There was a protracted debate on the subject. The leader of the opposition was United 
States Senator Frank Brandegee.62  He was the undisputed leader of the Republicans from 
Connecticut, both in Congress and those back in his home state.   His position reverted back to 
the separation of powers in the United States Constitution which was a serious issue in 
developing the national government. As noted, the crux of the issue was whether or not the 
National government had police powers that were greater than the states.63  The eventual 
outcome of the dispute was that the Connecticut Senate voted to ratify the Amendment, but the 
Legislature did not.  Since both the Senate and the Legislature did not vote in favor of the 
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Amendment, the state did not ratify it. In subsequent years, it continued to not ratify it, and in 
one sense was vindicated when the Twenty First Amendment was ratified in 1933. 
 Rhode Island went through a different process with a similar result. Two months before the 
Eighteenth Amendment was voted on, supporters of the Temperance movement began to 
pressure the three Rhode Island congressmen to vote for the Amendment. There was a great deal 
of debate and discussion about supporting the Amendment. Two of the three congressmen voted 
against the amendment. However, during the ratification process, the Assembly (lower house in 
the state) of Rhode Island opposed the Amendment.  Their opposition was so strong that they 
authorized the state Attorney General to submit a law suit to the Supreme Court to block 
ratification of the Amendment.64 He based the suit on the basic premise that the Eighteenth 
Amendment was a change in the fundamental law of the United States. The nation arrogated too 
much police power which was against the original intent of the Constitution.65 
The law suit was heard by the Supreme Court in early 1920. After the hearing, the Justices 
deliberated and eventually rejected it. No Justice supported Rhode Island’s position. In summary, 
they found that the Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act were indeed the law of the 
land. Congress had not overstepped its police powers. While the court action was to some extent 
a futile exercise, it had further consequences. 
The authors of the article which outlines the dispute state that the objections which were raised 
by Connecticut and Rhode Island provided the conceptual framework for the Twenty First 
Amendment.66 Instead of expanding the police powers of the National government (the 
enforcement clauses of the Eighteenth Amendment), the Twenty First Amendment “restored and 
increased states’ rights.”67 It did so by giving the states legislative control over liquor 
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manufacture and sales.  Both states’ arguments were the cornerstone of current liquor 
regulation.68 Opposition by legislators in Connecticut and Rhode Island was indeed futile in that 
it did not block passage of Prohibition. However, their opposition did provide another element to 
the development of states gaining control over the liquor industry. It was a short term failure but 
a long term positive development. 
Obviously in those two states, the opposition was not attempting to strengthen discrimination of 
Blacks. Certainly the stance that the two states took is a bit curious, but there is an underlying 
position that must be further understood.  Several other representatives during the course of the 
debate on December 17, referred to the issue of National police power versus the states.69  It was 
important to many who were not trying to us the argument to mask the desire to deprive blacks 
of the vote, such as representatives from New York, California, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Clearly 
it was a matter of interpretation of the United States Constitution and thus a serious matter to 
some.   
Further examination of the largest urban states yields more interesting information.  Urban states 
such as New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey and parts of Illinois present a much 
different picture than that exhibited in the rest of the nation. In all of them, there was significant 
opposition to the amendment. An example of the urban position was New York’s delegation that 
was heavily against passage. When one looks at the districts that they represented, it is clear that 
the opposing congressmen were from medium to large urban areas. In addition to the six who 
represented Buffalo, Albany and Syracuse, all mid-sized urban areas, the representatives in 
opposition were from districts in and about New York City.  The one exception to this group is a 




While it is not completely apparent that all of the congressmen represented specific ethnic groups 
who saw alcoholic beverages as part of their culture, the New York City representatives certainly 
represented large Irish, Italian and other ethnic communities who enjoyed wine and beer as part 
of their diet.  There are also congressmen who represented heavily Irish or Italian districts in 
Queens, the Bronx or Brooklyn who seem to be reflecting the ethnic origins of their constituents. 
Those populations favored alcoholic beverages in their diet. The fact that many Italians made 
their own wine during this period would lead one to believe that Prohibition was not a 
preferential cause for them.70 Their representatives would follow the lead of those in their 
districts.  It is also safe to say that they were accustomed to social drinking and had no issues 
with doing so. However, at this point that is conjecture in that very few of the representatives left 
any thoughts about the vote in extant papers or reports. 
 However, there is one example of an ethnic politician who exemplifies the culture in which 
alcohol is part of cuisine. He was Adolph Sabath in Illinois. As a boy, Sabath immigrated to the 
United States from the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and eventually became a lawyer in Chicago.  
He was elected to Congress in 1907 and remained until 1952. His primary position on 
Prohibition and Temperance was that the immigrant communities enjoyed wine and beer as part 
of their cuisine. It was a component of their culture. He consistently opposed the Eighteenth 
Amendment and until it was repealed, he was very vocal in anti Prohibition activities. He stated 
many times that the immigrant communities were not responsible for the lawlessness which 
prevailed during the period, but were victims of it.71   Based on the location of their 
constituencies, is possible that other congressmen also supported ethnic groups, but were less 
vocal in their opposition. A good possibility is that many of the representatives from heavily 
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ethnic districts were silent because of the anti-immigration ethos that prevailed at the time. They 
could not comfortably state their positions. 
Three other states which illustrate the urban/rural divide are New Jersey, Massachusetts and 
Illinois. In each case the representatives from urban areas opposed the amendment, and those 
from more remote regions supported it. The representatives from the Boston area were opposed 
to a man, as were those who represented Newark and Jersey City. In Illinois it was a bit more 
complicated in that the Chicago area congressmen voted against the amendment as did one from 
East St. Louis. There is some indication that the latter person was heavily influenced by the beer 
brewing industry in St. Louis, but no firm evidence has emerged.72  The rest of the state’s 
representatives were in favor of the Amendment. 
While Okrent maintains that many congressmen were in the pay of distillers and brewers, 
examination of the districts does not always support that. Of course there are possible exceptions 
such as the congressman from East St. Louis and the two from Milwaukee, the only ones from 
Wisconsin to vote against the amendment.73 Certainly, Nickolas Longworth, Theodore 
Roosevelt’s son in law, and a congressman from Southern Ohio was motivated by economic 
reasons to vote against Prohibition. His family owned a number of vineyards in the Cincinnati 
area. In his case it was a case of family income that motivated him.74 One can see his vote as a 
business decision rather than one motivated by any particular legal or ethical position. Due to his 
wealth, it is inconceivable that he was bribed by distillers or brewers.  
When the voting patterns against the Amendment are reviewed, it seems that the location of a 
representative’s district was a key indicator of their vote. What seems most likely is that the 
representatives voted in line with the position that their constituents took on Temperance. If there 
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was a strong Temperance group in the district, they voted for Prohibition.  If not, they voted 
against it. As we shall see, the spread of votes by state and the urban versus rural split certainly 
contributed to that tendency. 
Before looking at the general pattern, another index of complexity within the opposition was 
illustrated by several representatives who had their own reasons for voting against the 
Amendment.  In some cases, they fall into the urban and non-Temperance state categories.  They 
do provide another view on the opposition’s reasons for voting. 
The first of these individuals is Ladislas Lazaro who represented the western area of Louisiana. 
He was trained as a physician and practiced for a period in New Orleans but took over a large 
family owned plantation.  He ran for Congress and was a member for sixteen years. His primary 
interests were agricultural - protective sugar tariffs and for improvements in transportation. He 
had three reasons to oppose Prohibition. He was a Southern politician who supported states 
rights. He saw a national imposition of a law as leading the way to forcing the South to accept 
Civil Rights legislation. As a doctor, he also felt that the use of alcohol was a medicinal benefit 
and should not be prohibited. As a large land owner of a sugar plantation, he had a serious 
economic interest in making sure that his product had a market. Sugar was a prime component of 
rum and other alcoholic beverages.  During the remainder of his congressional tenure (died in 
office in 1927) he continued to oppose Prohibition.75 
Earlier we discussed urban politicians who opposed the amendment. As we mentioned, their 
reasons seem to have been to stay in line with the wishes of their constituents. A different set of 
reasons seems to have motivated one Philadelphia representative - William Vare. Vare was a 
Republican political boss in Philadelphia who controlled a section of the city quite strongly.  His 
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opposition to Prohibition was less to conform to his constituents and more in terms of the law. 
He felt that Prohibition was not able to be enforced. Furthermore, he strongly felt that once 
Prohibition was instituted, lawlessness would increase as people found illegal ways to get 
alcohol. Despite his position as one who operated a bit outside the law, he seemed to have a 
concern for public order. It is understandable why he did because lawlessness would draw 
attention to his methods and upset the balance in his district.76He lived long enough to see that he 
was right, and at the end of his political career he was part of the commission that repealed 
Prohibition.77 No evidence has emerged that his opposition was motivated by a connection with 
any company in the alcohol industry.  Despite his other failings, he did have a position that 
ultimately proved to be prescient. 
There were other representatives in the opposition who felt that Prohibition was impossible to 
enforce and was thus unworkable. During debate in the House of Representatives there were a 
number of statements about the impossibility of enforcing Prohibition.  An excellent summary of 
the situation was offered by Representative Julius Kahn of California who said “you cannot curb 
intemperance by law . . . but you make sneaks, liars and hypocrites of men when you attempt to 
put in force laws of this kind.78He was definitely prescient in his analysis of the ability of a 
government to control behavior especially the abuse of alcohol.79 Another representative, 
Charles Coady of Maryland stated clearly “They know you cannot make men lead clean lives 
and be sober by the passage of laws.”80 
In subsequent years many of the opponents joined in the movement to repeal Prohibition as a 
result of the extensive lawlessness which prevailed during its tenure.81 However, at the time of 
the vote for the Eighteenth Amendment, there was too much political clamor in the nation so that 
the voices of those who were against Prohibition for pragmatic reasons were lost in the flurry of 
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Temperance rhetoric. A primary cause of that political activity was the need to manage the war 
effort which was taking place during the time that the Prohibition Amendment was being 
discussed. 
There was a great deal of concern about the need to keep alcohol away from the large army 
camps which were being built.  A law had already been passed to prohibit the use of grain as the 
base for alcoholic beverages. 82Tied in with this was the anti-German feeling in the United States 
which caused many to boycott brewers who were German in ancestry. There was a position that 
brewers were going to poison the soldiers through alcoholic content of the beer that was being 
brewed and possibly sold near the army camps.83 
Opposition to the Amendment was also motivated by economic concerns.  William L. Igoe 
represented a district in St. Louis that had a large number of residents who worked for Busch 
Brewery.  His concern was that if there was National Prohibition, thousands of these people 
would be out of work.84 In considering his position, there is a distinction in his position in that he 
was not being paid by the brewer instead he was responding to the needs of his constituents. He 
was concerned that they could retain jobs that would have been lost due to Prohibition. 
An outsider of whom very little is known is the only representative from North Carolina who 
voted against the amendment. Edward W. Pou lived in a rural section of North Carolina, 
practiced law there, and was elected to congress in 1901. He served until 1934 dying in office. 
While in Congress he voted against the amendment, but there is no recorded statement as to why 
he did so. It is possible that he joined other Southerners in supporting states’ rights.85 Even 
though he was later seen as a supporter of the early new deal legislation, he also was not 
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progressive in his voting patterns. He cast ballots against women’s right to vote and the income 
tax.86 
The only representative from Nevada, Edwin E. Roberts, voted against the amendment. At that 
point Nevada’s only industry was silver mining. It was not gambling nor entertainment.  Roberts 
was a lawyer and newspaper publisher in Carson City, Nevada and went to Washington in 1914. 
The only record of his opposition to Prohibition is that he stated that it was impossible to 
enforce.87He felt that Prohibition would not have any positive impact on peoples’ desire to drink 
alcoholic beverages. Other than that bit of biographical information, nothing else is known of his 
stance on Prohibition. But he voted against it. It is also notable that Nevada was not a state that 
ever voted for Prohibition.  
As we examine the group that voted against the Eighteenth Amendment, it is clear that they had 
a variety of reasons for their opposition. There were indeed some urban politicians who were 
catering to their ethnic constituencies, but with the exception of Adolph Sabath, there were no 
others who openly espoused that position. However, given the districts that were represented and 
the names of the representatives, it is most likely that they were in support of the cultural 
context. Representatives Kahn and Coady are good examples of those who felt that the 
imposition of Prohibition would be impossible to enforce and were quite open in their 
opposition. The two positions that we discussed on police powers of the state are also important 
in building the picture of the opposition. In its most constitutional argument, this position is best 
exemplified by the delegations from Connecticut and Rhode Island who saw state police power 
in jeopardy. They were not trying to keep the National government from their states. They only 
wished to ensure that local sovereignty was supported. The Connecticut and Rhode Island 
position is vastly different from that taken by the congressmen from Alabama. The Alabama 
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delegation opposed Prohibition primarily because it would open the possibility of Federal 
enforcement of suffrage from Blacks.  While they were concerned about local sovereignty and 
the integrity of the Constitution, they were more concerned about the continuance of a repressive 
system.  They did not want Blacks to vote, and were willing to go against their own pro-
Prohibition stance to keep that from happening. 
An important factor in the ongoing problem with Prohibition and which led to its final repeal was 
that it was essentially an imposed ban on alcohol88. The amendment process and ratification by 
the states only involved the Congress and the individual states legislature. There was no direct 
public input through ballot referendums.  Thus, the argument that representatives voted to retain 
their seat is very important in that position. The ASL had controlled so many seats that a 
minority of the population could dictate to the majority.  This is seen in the population summary 
given in Table E. The table illustrates that a majority of the population which came from states 
that opposed Prohibition were forced to accept it by a minority of the population, but which had 
a majority of the Congress. 
The distribution map showing support for the Amendment is highly suggestive in that states in 
which the various temperance groups were strongest had little or no opposition to the 
Amendment (Table B).  Conversely those states which did not have a strong Temperance group 
and were heavily urbanized such as New York, Pennsylvania Massachusetts and New Jersey had 
significant opposition to the Amendment. 
This leads us to suggest that at the end the primary reason for the votes against the Amendment 
was a lack of support for the Prohibition that was determined by the representatives’ 
constituencies.  Those who represented areas where the Temperance movements were strong and 
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the ASL had power voted for the Eighteenth Amendment. Those who represented areas in which 
the movements were not a political factor were free to vote against it and in many cases, did so 
without fear of political reprisal. 
Study of the reasons why the individual representatives voted against the Eighteenth Amendment 
illustrates that some of the political currents that were prevalent in the United States were 
involved in motivating those who opposed the amendment. There was definitely a drive toward 
retaining state control of police power instead of national enforcement of a law. There was also a 
realization that a law could not be used to eliminate a vice. Even though that position was not 
popularly held, some representatives and others definitely believed that. Interestingly enough, 
those who reviewed the failure of Prohibition stated that indeed it was not possible to legislate 
morality89. Support of urban ethnic groups was also important but it was not a solid bloc. Despite 
the fact that the nation was rapidly changing from a rural to an urban population, many of the 
urban areas were still fairly small cities.90The cities were influenced by the ASL and the WCTU. 
It was never organized such that they could block Prohibition.  The various Representatives who 
voted against the Amendment for their own reasons also illustrate the complexity of the 
opposition. 
Conclusion 
Given the various positions that have been examined in this thesis, in many ways it appears that 
the position that regional strength of the temperance movements, particularly the ASL was 
probably the most important factor in passing the Eighteenth Amendment. The distribution of 
votes by state supports that position. Even with the exceptions mentioned in this paper, 
representatives of many states did line up in conformity with the presence of temperance 
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advocates especially those who were also supported by the evangelical churches. Clearly the 
lobbying efforts of the ASL were important in gaining the votes for adoption.  
The lobbying effort was in many ways the final reason why Prohibition failed.  There was a 
degree of popular support for totally banning alcohol from the nation, but it was not a universally 
held position. Examination of Table E shows that fourteen states with 57% of the United States 
population had a significant number of their representatives against the Prohibition 
Amendment.91 The remaining thirty four states with 43% of the population in effect dictated to 
the majority. As was noted during the debates in the House of Representatives, many 
congressmen felt that a minority was imposing a law on a majority which many of the population 
of the nation did not want to follow. The distribution of the population of the states that 
supported Prohibition graphically illustrates their position.  A minority wanted it, and the 
majority did not.92 All of the other reasons played a part in opposition to some extent in the final 
repeal, but it is safe to say that public opinion as illustrated by the minority imposition, and the 
resulting disregard of the law was in many ways the driving force to end the “noble experiment.” 
The congressional objections at various points in the legislative process were a warning that was 
not heeded by other members of Congress.  The objections pointed out two interrelated problems 
which were the fundamental reasons why Prohibition ultimately failed in the United States: 
1. Congress attempted to legislate sobriety 
2. Congress allowed a minority to force a majority into legislation that they were not in 
favor of enforcing 
 
The net result of this study is that there were several interrelated factors which motivated 
opposition to the Eighteenth Amendment. All of them were in play during this vote. Given this 
diversity of attitudes and reasons; it is safe to say that opposition to Prohibition was multifaceted. 
Some were seriously concerned about the Constitutional questions involved in the Amendment. 
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Some felt that it was impossible to legislate good behavior. Others were concerned about their 
own constituents’ customs. Many were free to vote in opposition because of their locations. If a 
representative came from a congressional district that was not heavily influenced by the ASL or 
Temperance groups, they were less inclined to vote for Prohibition. In many cases the various 
reasons that have been put forth in this paper were sufficient to move them to oppose the 
Amendment. Not every opponent was in the pay of the brewers and distillers. Some were, but 
many more were reflecting the many reasons discussed in this paper and opposing what was 
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Table A:Detailed list of Congressmen who voted against Prohibition Amendment in 
1917 
 
State Name District Party Urban/Rural Notes 
Alabama J. Thomas Heflin 5th D R For Prohibition, voted against 
it.. On record stating  that the 
Eighteenth Amendment favored 
suffrage for Blacks because of 
the possibility that it could lead 
to  national police power 
overriding the state's power 
  Alabama Oscar Lee Gray 1st D U Suggest support of states’ rights 
 Alabama S. Hubert Dent Jr. 2nd D U President of State Convention to 
repeal Prohibition 
 Alabama Fred L. Blackmon 4th D U Suggest support of states’ rights 
 Alabama George Huddleston 9th D U Joined Heflin in opposing 
Eighteenth Amendment for the 
same reason - possible national 
police power overriding states 
and granting Black suffrage 
 California Clarence F. Lea 1st D R North East California 
  California Charles F. Curry 3rd R U Sacramento 
 California Denver S. Church 7th D R Fresno 
 California Julius Kahn 4th R U Took position that Prohibition 
could not be enforced; saw it as 
unworkable. Stated that crime 
would increase and drinking 
would not decrease. 
 California John A Nolan 5th R U San Francisco Labor, 
Progressive 
 Connecticut James R. Glynn 5th R R State never ratified amendment; 
position taken by state 
representatives and Legislature 
  Connecticut Augustine Lonergan 1st D U State never ratified amendment; 
position taken by state 
representatives and Legislature 
 Connecticut Richard P. Freeman 2nd R U State never ratified amendment; 
position taken by state 
representatives and Legislature 
 Connecticut John Q. Tilson 3rd R U State never ratified amendment; 
position taken by state 
representatives and Legislature 
 Connecticut Schuyler Merritt 4th R U State never ratified amendment; 
position taken by state 
representatives and Legislature 
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 Illinois James McAndrews 6th D U Suburban Chicago 
  Illinois Niels Juul 7th R U Suburban Chicago 
 Illinois Martin B. Madden 1st R U South Chicago 
 Illinois Adolph J. Sabath 5th D U Leader of ethnic anti-
prohibitionists 
 Illinois Thomas Gallagher 8th D U Suburban Chicago 
 Illinois Frederick A. Britten 9th R U North Chicago 
  Illinois William A 
Rodenberg 
22nd R U East St. Louis Ill Assumed in 
Busch control 
 Iowa Harry E. Hull 2nd R U North East Iowa, Dubuque 
 Kentucky J. Swagar Sherley 5th D R Eastern Kentucky 
 Kentucky Arthur B. Rouse 6th D U Lexington KY Bardstown, 
Liquor ? 
 Kentucky J. Cambell Cantrill 7th D U Spoke against Prohibition in 
final debate; cited the influence 
of a minority upon the majority 
  Louisiana Albert Estopinal 1st D R Plantation owner, wealthy 
 Louisiana Whitmell P. Martin 3rd Prog R Progressive, Bull Moose 
Republican 
 Louisiana Ladislas Lazaro 7rd D R Hispanic American, supported 
States ‘Rights; against 
Prohibition for medical reasons; 
also owned large sugar 
plantation, raw material for rum 
and other spirits. 
 Louisiana Henry Garland Dupre 2nd D U New Orleans 
 Maryland Sydney Emanuel 
Mudd 
5th R R  
  Maryland Joshua F.C. Talbot 2nd D U   
 Maryland Charles P, Coady 3rd D U During final debate, stated that 
Prohibition would not keep 
people sober. 
 Maryland J. Charles P. 
Linthicum 
4th D U Leader of "wets" advocating 
end of Prohibition in 1920s. 
 Massachusetts Frederick H. Gillett 2nd R R  
 Massachusetts Samuel E. Winslow 4th R R Worcester 
  Massachusetts Wilfred Lufkin 6th R R Northern shore of Mass 
 Massachusetts Joseph Walsh 16th R R Cape Cod 
 Massachusetts Michael F. Phelan 7th D U Middlesex Sussex 
 Massachusetts Peter F. Tague 10th D U Boston 
 Massachusetts James A. Gallivan 12th D U Boston 
  Massachusetts William S. Greene 15th R U Fall River 
 Michigan Frank E. Doremus 1st D U Detroit area 
 Michigan Charles A. Nichols 13th R U  East side Detroit 
 Minnesota Charles R. Davis 3rd R U West of Minneapolis 
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 Minnesota Carl Van Dyke 4th D U St. Paul area 
  Missouri Jacob Edwin Meeker 10th R U Spoke against Prohibition in 
final debate; concerned about 
diminishing of state judicial 
power 
 Missouri William L. Igoe 11th D U Supported workers in the 
brewing industry, was 
concerned about loss of jobs 
due to Prohibition 
 Missouri Leonidas Dyer 12th R U Supported Anti-lynching laws 
 Nevada Edwin E. Roberts At Lrg R R Concerned  with adherence to 
the :Prohibition laws 
 New Jersey Isaac Baacharach 2nd R R South Jersey, Atlantic City 
  New Jersey Edward W. Gray 8th R R Rural New Jersey 
 New Jersey Richard W. Parker 9th R R Bergen County New Jersey 
 New Jersey John J. Eagan 11th D R Rural New Jersey 
 New Jersey John R. Ramsey 6th R U Central Eastern New Jersey 
 New Jersey Dow H. Drukker 7th R U Passaic County 
  New Jersey Frederick  R. 
Lehlbach 
10th R U Newark NJ 
 New Jersey James A. Hamill 12th D U Newark NJ 
 New York Charles N. Ward 27th R R Schoharie County, Liberty New 
York 
 New York Homer P. Snyder 33rd R R Sponsored Indian citizenship act 
 New York George W. Fairchild 34th R R Founder of IBM, industrialist 
  New York Walter W. Magee 35th R U Lawyer in Syracuse 
 New York C. Pope Caldwell 2nd D U  
 New York Joseph V. Flynn 3rd D U  
 New York Harry H. Dale 4th D U  
 New York James P. Maher 5th D U Brooklyn Queens, Hatter and 
land owner 
  New York John J. Fitzgerald 7th D U Brooklyn, Queens, trustee of 
Manhattan college; spoke 
against Prohibition in debate, 
said it could not legislate 
sobriety 
 New York Daniel J. Griffin 8th D U Sheriff of Kings County 
 New York Oscar W. Swift 9th R U Lawyer in Brooklyn 
 New York Rueben L. Haskell 10th R U Transit Officer New York, 
Lawyer 
 New York Daniel J. Riordan 11th D U Tammany Hall Politician 
  New York Meyer London 12th Soc. U Socialist Labor Party. This is an 
anecdote I should use 
 New York Christopher D. 
Sullivan 
13th D U New York City Tammany Hall 




                                                                                                                                                                                           
 New York Peter J. Dooling 16th D U Lawyer and Real Estate in New 
York 
 New York John F. Carew 17th D U Judge and New York City 
politician 
  New York George B. Francis 18th R U One term in House, then worked  
Tarrytown NY 
 New York Walter M. Chandler 19th  R U International Lawyer in NYC 
and Europe 
 New York Isaac Siegel 20th R U Friend of LaGuardia 
 New York George M. Hulbert 21st D U Lawyer and Dock 
Commissioner in NYC 
 New York Henry Bruckner 22nd D U  
  New York Daniel C. Oliver 23rd D U Manhattan and Bronx, dry 
goods manufacturer 
 New York Benjamin L. 
Fairchild 
24th R U Syracuse 
 New York Rollin B. Sanford 28th R U Albany area 
 New York Charles B. Smith 41st D U Buffalo Businessman, 
entrepreneur 
 New York William F. Waldow 42nd R U  
  North Carolina Edward W. Pou 4th D R Lawyer in Rural North Carolina 
 Ohio Benjamin F. Welty 4th D R Small cities in Ohio 
 Ohio John A. Key 8th D R Miami Ohio area  
 Ohio Arthur W. 
Overmeyer 
13th D R Fremont Ohio 
 Ohio J. Nicholas 
Longworth 
1st R U TR son in law; family owned 
vineyards in Cincinnati area.  
  Ohio Warren Gard 3rd D U Led fight in 1919 to repeal 
wartime prohibition; spoke 
against Prohibition Amendment 
in final debate  
 Ohio William Gordon 20th D U Cleveland area, lawyer, 
 Ohio Robert Crosser 21nd D U Cleveland, long serving 
congressman 
 Oregon  Clifton N. McArthur 3rd R U Portland 
 Pennsylvania George W. Edmonds 4th R R Bucks County 
  Pennsylvania Henry Winfield 
Watson 
8th R R Railroad president, part of 
Bucks county 
 Pennsylvania Thomas W. 
Templeton 
11th R R Central Pennsylvania 
 Pennsylvania Robert D. Heaton 12th R R Small cities Latrobe, Johnston 
 Pennsylvania John V. Lesher 16th D R Lancaster County 
 Pennsylvania Henry J. Steele 26th D R Easton PA, Railroad person 
  Pennsylvania Thomas S. Crago At Lrg R R Coal Mining area Waynesburg 
PA 
 Pennsylvania George S. Graham 2nd R U  




                                                                                                                                                                                           
 Pennsylvania Arthur G. Dewalt 13th D U Allentown PA 
 Pennsylvania Henry A. Clark 25th R U Eire  
  Pennsylvania Stephen G. Porter 29th R U Pittsburgh long term congress 
 Pennsylvania John M. Morin 31st R U Banker in Pittsburgh 
 Pennsylvania John R.K. Scott At Lrg R U Lawyer in Philadelphia 
 Pennsylvania Joseph McLaughlin At Lrg R U Locomotive shop owner in 
Philadelphia 
 Pennsylvania William S. Vare 1st R U Opposed prohibition because of 
the crime it would engender 
  Rhode Island George Francis 
O'Shaunessy 
1st D U State never ratified 
Amendment;  
 Rhode Island Ambrose Kennedy 3rd R U State never ratified Amendment 
 South Carolina Fred H. Dominick 3rd D R  
 Texas Rufus Hardy 6th D R County Judge 
 Texas John Nance Gardner 15th D R Later VP US, conservative 
  Texas Martin Dies 2nd D U Beaumont TX, oil executive 
 Texas Joseph J. Mansfield 9th D U Houston area 
 
Texas James P. Buchanan 10th D U Dallas area 
 
Texas J. Clifton Wilson 12th D U Judge in Fort Worth 
Texas James L. Slayden 14th D U San Antonio booster, Military 
affairs; spoke against 
Prohibition in final debate - 
stated it was unenforceable 
  Texas A. Jeff McLemore At Lrg D U Newspaper publisher 
 Vermont Frank L. Greene 1st R U St. Albans 
 Wisconsin Edward Voigt 2nd R R Sheboygan 
 Wisconsin David G. Classon 9th R R County Judge 
 Wisconsin William J. Cary 4th R U County Clerk in Milwaukee, 
letter in archives from Brewer’s 
Yeast Association urging him to 
vote against Prohibition 
 Wisconsin William H. Stafford 5th R U North and West of Milwaukee 














                                                                                                                                                                                           
Table B:  Distribution by States of Numbers of Congressional Delegation 
 
and Those Voting against Prohibition Amendment  
  
            Votes Congressmen % Voting Against   
    Alabama 5 10 50%     
    Arizona 0 1 0%     
    Arkansas 0 7 0%     
    California 5 11 45%     
    Colorado 0 4 0%     
    Connecticut 5 5 100%     
    Delaware 0 1 0%     
    Florida 0 4 0%     
    Georgia 0 12 0%     
    Idaho 0 2 0%     
    Illinois 7 26 27%     
    Indiana 0 13 0%     
    Iowa 1 11 9%     
    Kansas 0 8 0%     
    Kentucky 3 11 27%     
    Louisiana 4 8 50%     
    Maine 0 4 0%     
    Maryland 4 6 67%     
    Massachusetts 8 16 50%     
    Michigan 2 13 15%     
    Minnesota 2 10 20%     
    Mississippi 0 8 0%     
    Missouri 3 16 19%     
    Montana 0 2 0%     
    Nebraska 0 6 0%     
    Nevada 1 1 100%     
    New Hampshire 0 2 0%     
    New Jersey 8 12 67%     
    New Mexico 0 1 0%     
    New York 28 43 65%     
    North Carolina 1 10 10%     
    North Dakota 0 3 0%     
    Ohio 7 22 32%     
    Oklahoma 0 8 0%     
    Oregon 1 3 33%     
    Pennsylvania 16 36 44%     




                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
Table B (cont) Votes Congressmen %voting against 
    
 
South Carolina 1 7 14%     
    South Dakota 0 3 0%     
    Tennessee 0 10 0%     
    Texas 8 18 44%     
    Utah 0 2 0%     
    Vermont 1 2 50%     
    Virginia 0 10 0%     
    Washington 0 5 0%     
    West Virginia 0 6 0%     
    Wisconsin 5 11 45%   One Vacant 
    Wyoming 0 1 0%     
       Totals 128 434 29%     
    Abstain   24       
    Total Voting   410 31%     
  
         





























                                                                                                                                                                                           
       
 
Table C: Numbers of Representatives by State voting against Eighteenth 
 
Amendment ranked by total number opposed 
    
               Votes Congressmen % Voting Against   
      New York 28 43 65%     
      Pennsylvania 16 36 44%     
      Massachusetts 8 16 50%     
      New Jersey 8 12 67%     
      Texas 8 18 44%     
      Illinois 7 26 27%     
      Ohio 7 22 32%     
      Alabama 5 10 50%     
      California 5 11 45%     
      Connecticut 5 5 100%     
      Wisconsin 5 11 45% 
  One 
Vacant   
      Louisiana 4 8 50%     
      Maryland 4 6 67%     
      Kentucky 3 11 27%     
      Missouri 3 16 19%     
      Michigan 2 13 15%     
      Minnesota 2 10 20%     
      Rhode Island 2 3 67%     
      Iowa 1 11 9%     
      Nevada 1 1 100%     
      North Carolina 1 10 10%     
      Oregon 1 3 33%     
      South Carolina 1 7 14%     
      Vermont 1 2 50%     
      Arizona 0 1 0%     
      Arkansas 0 7 0%     
      Colorado 0 4 0%     
      Delaware 0 1 0%     
      Florida 0 4 0%     
      Georgia 0 12 0%     
      Idaho 0 2 0%     
      Indiana 0 13 0%     
      Kansas 0 8 0%     
      Maine 0 4 0%     
      Mississippi 0 8 0%     
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Against     
   
Montana 0 2 0% 
        Nebraska 0 6 0%     
      New Hampshire 0 2 0%     
      New Mexico 0 1 0%     
      North Dakota 0 3 0%     
      Oklahoma 0 8 0%     
      South Dakota 0 3 0%     
      Tennessee 0 10 0%     
      Utah 0 2 0%     
      Virginia 0 10 0%     
      Washington 0 5 0%     
  
 
West Virginia 0 6 0%     
      Wyoming 0 1 0%     
         Totals 128 434 29%     
      Abstain   24       





























                                                                                                                                                                                           
      
 
Table D: Numbers of Representatives by State voting against 
Eighteenth Amendment ranked by percentage of delegation in 
opposition 
  
        
 
      Votes Congressmen % Voting Against 
 
    Connecticut 5 5 100%   
 
    Nevada 1 1 100%   
 
    New Jersey 8 12 67%   
 
    Maryland 4 6 67%   
 
    Rhode Island 2 3 67%   
 
    New York 28 43 65%   
 
    Massachusetts 8 16 50%   
 
    Alabama 5 10 50%   
 
    Louisiana 4 8 50%   
 
    Vermont 1 2 50%   
 
    California 5 11 45%   
 
    Wisconsin 5 11 45%   
 
    Pennsylvania 16 36 44%   
 
    Texas 8 18 44%   
 
    Oregon 1 3 33%   
 
    Ohio 7 22 32%   
 
    Kentucky 3 11 27%   
 
    Illinois 7 26 27%   
 
    Minnesota 2 10 20%   
 
    Missouri 3 16 19%   
 
    Michigan 2 13 15%   
 
    South Carolina 1 7 14%   
 
    North Carolina 1 10 10%   
 
    Iowa 1 11 9%   
 
    Arizona 0 1 0%   
 
    Arkansas 0 7 0%   
 
    Colorado 0 4 0%   
 
    Delaware 0 1 0%   
 
    Florida 0 4 0%   
 
    Georgia 0 12 0%   
 
    Idaho 0 2 0%   
 
    Indiana 0 13 0%   
 
    Kansas 0 8 0%   
 
    Maine 0 4 0%   
 
    Mississippi 0 8 0%   
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    Montana 0 2 0%   
 
    Nebraska 0 6 0%   
 
    New Hampshire 0 2 0%   
 
    New Mexico 0 1 0%   
 
    North Dakota 0 3 0%   
 
    Oklahoma 0 8 0%   
 
    South Dakota 0 3 0%   
 
    Tennessee 0 10 0%   
 
    Utah 0 2 0%   
 
    Virginia 0 10 0%   
 
    Washington 0 5 0%   
 
    West Virginia 0 6 0%   
 
    Wyoming 0 1 0%   
 
    Abstain   24     
 
    Total Voting   410 31%   
 





























                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
Table E Population by State Illustrating Minority of  
 
 
Population forcing Prohibition on Majority 
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